Your Personal Love and Relating Report
Love, Relating, Sensuality, Sexual Chemistry
For: EXAMPLE USER Date of birth: 14th February 1977 at 8:30 AM Place of birth: San Francisco

The way that you approach relationships and the kind of qualities that you should look for in a partner
is described in this report.
Just as there is more to you than just your Sun sign, there can be many reasons why someone is on
your wavelength. To discover who you are in tune with, and why, the Soul Mate Report describes not
only your Sun sign, but your Moon sign, your Venus sign and your Mars sign as well. All these
different aspects of your nature contribute to the unique individual that is you, and show why you may
get different things from different people.
While your Sun sign shows your conscious personality and who you get on with when it comes to
basic traits of character, your Moon sign shows another, far more hidden aspect of your nature - your
unconscious instincts and emotions. The way that you relate to others when it comes to passion and
romance, and the people you are drawn to and are naturally in tune with on a sexual level, are shown
by your Mars and Venus signs. The four elements - fire, earth, air and water - also play an important
role in who you are in tune with.
So if you find someone attractive, even though their Sun is not in tune with yours, other links between
your Moon or Mars signs, for example, could turn out to be the explanation. So concentrate on the
type of person someone is, not just on their Sun sign.

The Sun
Your zodiac Sun sign describes your basic character and orientation, your will, your goals and purpose
in life. Your Sun also represents your conscious self, and links between your Sun and someone else’s
Sun or planets, show a natural affinity between you, as people. Emotional, romantic and sexual
affinities are shown by your Moon, Venus and Mars signs.

Sun in Aquarius
Air
With the Sun in Aquarius, freedom to express yourself and to pursue your personal goals is essential
to you. As a result, friendship can mean more to you than sexual passion, or than one to one
relationships that involve long-term commitment. What you seek for is a real soul mate and kindred
spirit who will understand you and allow you all the space that you require. For as you see it,
possessiveness and jealousy should have no place between two people who trust and understand
each other. Nor do you abide by the conventions, as you believe that everybody should be free to love
who, and how, they choose. You live by your own moral code and seek the company of those who
share your open-minded and progressive attitude to life. However, you are deeply loyal to those you
care for and you make the best of comrades and companions on life's journey.
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But as opposites attract, it can be those with the Sun or other planets in Leo, your opposing sign, that
your Sun is most in tune with. This is a powerful and dynamic combination. You can recognize these
people by their flamboyant personalities and generosity of heart. Where they are concerned with
self-expression and with personal emotions, you are dreaming of a utopian future where men can live
in harmony with one another, which can make them the perfect balance for you. Your ideal is
comradeship and friendship. Theirs is a grand passion. When you really meet the most amazing things
can happen.
With the Sun in Aquarius, you will also be on the same wavelength as those with the Sun, Moon or
planets in Aquarius, or in the other air signs, Gemini and Libra. Like you, these people focus on the
mental side of life and share your love of talking and ideas. However, relationships with other air signs
can lack emotional warmth and be just a bit too airy and detached.

The Moon
While the Sun shows your conscious personality and sense of self, the Moon reveals your more
feminine, unconscious side, your instincts, your emotions and your past. In a woman’s chart it also
shows her particular type of feminity and her ability to give, and to receive, real nurturing and caring. In
a man’s chart, it reveals his feminine side, of which he may be less aware, as well as the kind of
woman he feels drawn to and can care for on a true emotional level.

Moon in Capricorn
Earth
With the Moon in Capricorn, you may seem reserved, or even cool to those who do not know you well.
But when you feel that you can trust someone and let down your defences, your real loyalty and
warmth come through. Because you have been hurt, you have learned the value of true caring and
compassion and you have a powerful instinct to protect those more vulnerable than you are. To those
you care for, you are a rock and a safe haven, but accepting help from others can be harder for you,
as you do not like to show your weaknesses and so tend to hide behind your strong facade. Nor do
you like displays of gushy sentiment. Actions speak louder than words for those with the Moon in
realistic Capricorn and you instinctively distrust people who profess too much.
A woman with the Moon in Capricorn is naturally in tune with men who share her realistic earth sign
orientation and who have similar priorities, emotions and desires to hers. These men may have the
Sun in Taurus, Capricorn or Virgo, or may just exhibit all the earth sign traits, as they have other
planets in these signs. They are strong, reliable and down to earth with a powerful love nature.
However, as opposites attract, a woman with the Moon here is often drawn to sensitive, emotional
Cancer types. Where you are reserved, determined and down to earth, with a well-developed sense of
duty and commitment, they are intuitive and have enormous depths of feeling. This can be a perfect
match, however, as the Cancer type's ability to feel, and show emotion, and to nurture others, creates
the perfect setting for you to relax and show your feelings. In turn, the Moon in Capricorn brings
stability, security and real containment to gentle and emotional Cancer.
A man's Moon sign is one of the two most important indicators of the kind of women with whom he
feels in tune. With the Moon in Capricorn, he will be attracted to women with a Capricorn Sun or Moon,
or who show strong Capricornian traits. However, he may well be less consciously aware of this side
of his nature than a woman with the Moon here, as he 'finds' his Moon, his feminine and hidden side,
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in the Capricornian women he is drawn to.

Venus
For both sexes, the Venus sign reveals the more passive,
affectionate, romantic and feminine side of the way we love.
It’s our style of relating to others and the way we attract them
to us.
In a woman’s chart, her Venus sign also describes her special
brand of femininity, and how she puts herself across to people
she is drawn to.
In a man’s chart, his Venus sign also reveals the kind of
women that he finds attractive and most often gets
romantically and sexually involved with.

Your Venus in Aries
Fire
The realities of day to day existence leave you cold. In love, you are idealistic
and romantic, and your inner world is filled with knights in shining armour and
proud damsels, not to mention dragons, dangerous quests and fairy castles.
You also like to be the centre of attention. All the world's a stage, but it is one
on which you like to play the leading role. Which you usually succeed in doing,
as no one can compare with you for fire, enthusiasm and red-blooded zest for
life. You can be selfish, but you are forgiven for it, as you have a child-like
quality about you which melts hearts and wins over even hardened cynics.
Innocent, direct and honest, you say exactly what you feel and you have no
time for subterfuge or cunning tricks and wiles, in yourself or others. Which can
mean that you rush in where angels fear to tread. When you fall in love, which
you do with every fibre of your being, the violins are playing. But you are so
impulsive, and you need so much attention - and excitement - that other signs
can find it hard to stay the course. Also, as Aries is a pioneer, you are always
looking for new peaks to climb and hearts to conquer. But, although you are so
adventurous and independent, you are loyal and true to those who do not
disappoint you. Men with Venus here are also drawn to forthright, powerful,
independent women.
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Your Moon in Square with Your Venus
With Venus - romance and desire - and the Moon - needs and emotions - at odds with one another,
what you want and what you need may not always have that much in common, especially when you're
young. You also like to keep your deeper feelings to yourself, as trusting others can be hard. In fact,
you are quite secretive about your love life and you prefer to keep romance and friendship in quite
separate, watertight compartments. But, deep down, you are sympathetic and a lot more sensitive
than you first seem, and when you do meet someone who really wins your heart, you will be there for
them, come what may.

Your Mercury in Sextile with Your Venus
You are charming and diplomatic and always ready to fit in with those around you. You are also very
sociable, and there is nothing you like more than spending time with friends and loved ones, who seek
you out because they feel relaxed and easy in your presence. This aspect also gives a natural flair for
language, and you may well have literary skills.

Your Venus in Trine with Your Saturn
You not only have astounding creative talent, but your friends and relatives appreciate you for your
loyalty and reliability. You should be capable of making long-lasting friendships because you value
your relationships so much. What you want most is to live happily at your partner's side, which
includes working together to realize your mutual creative ambitions. You are able to sacrifice your own
personal advantages for the sake of others. In society, you appear cultivated and charming, and
constantly expanding your general education is important to you. Professional success will enable you
to live comfortably on an adequate retirement fund. The simple lifestyle you prefer will help you to
realize this with little effort.

Your Venus in Trine with Your Neptune
Your sensitive, perceptive nature will help you to use your creative abilities during the course of your
life in a very positive way. You are also romantic and strive for high ideals. You have good taste in art
and music, both of which give you great pleasure. You are also eloquent and can show others the
beauty and the meaning which you see yourself. Due to your large heart, you are also of the opinion
that forgiveness should play an important part in people's lives. Still, if things get too tense for you, you
withdraw to a quieter place because you cannot handle too much negativity. You are an idealistic and
a trusting lover.

Your Venus in Opposition with Your Pluto
At times you feel things so intensely that it can be hard for you to see emotional situations in
perspective, or to believe that others care for you in the way you care for them. Which can mean
you're not above playing power games just to keep them. But your deep emotions are also your great
strength. When you learn to stand back and take a more detached approach, your relationships
become more easy-going and stable, for although you can ask a lot of others, you have a huge
amount to offer in return.
While your Venus Sign - and any links it makes with other planets in your birth chart - show how you
love, the house it falls in shows the area of your life where it manifests most strongly.
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Venus in the First House
With Venus in your chart's first house, the first impression you create is, well, Venusian! You most
likely agree with Oscar Wilde's famous comment that only superficial people don't judge by
appearances - and you certainly have a charming, and seductive, personality, and are probably good
looking. Even if you're not, in a conventional way, at least, you have more than your fair share of
magnetism, and enormous flair and style. You like to be noticed, and admired, and you know exactly
how to make a good impression on any one you meet. But you are also warm and sympathetic with a
real sensitivity to others' needs and feelings, too.
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Love and Relating
Remember that someone may show strong Gemini or Taurus traits, for instance, perhaps because
they have the Moon or Venus in that sign, but have the Sun in quite another zodiac sign Venus in
Aries with:
Fiery, pioneering Aries:
So much fire and drive means that you can hit the heights - and depths, when powerful wills clash. Life
is full of magic but the tempo is so fast that you can leave the real world far behind.
Down to earth and loyal Taurus:
You have a vivid, colourful imagination. They take a hands on approach to life and could make your
dreams come true, if you slow down for long enough to let them.
Quick-witted, restless Gemini:
Their fast-moving, airy nature can fan the flames of love. You find them fascinating and alluring, but
they can lack your idealism and belief in real romantic love.
Sensitive, maternal Cancer:
Being so trusting and straightforward, you can, at times, be hurt by life. They will offer you unlimited
affection, understanding and support when you most need it.
Dramatic and romantic Leo:
A full orchestra of violins appears from nowhere when you meet. This is romance as you feel it should
be, but can you both sustain this passionate and fiery drama ?
Cool, realistic Virgo:
Like you, they only want the best, but they approach love from a very different angle. Reality, for them,
is in high focus and they are not interested in chasing rainbows.
Romantic and sophisticated Libra:
Tender and gentle, they know how to soothe and please you as nobody else can. They can also help
you find your way through any minefield with their subtlety and tact.
Intense, passionate Scorpio:
For you, love can be a passionate dream. For them, there is nothing dream-like or unreal about it, so
do not try to hide your deepest feelings or you will lose their respect.
Adventurous, idealistic Sagittarius:
They can match you, dream for dream, and open up new vistas of poetry and meaning. You
understand each other from the start and could spend several life times happily together.
Reserved and loyal Capricorn:
You find them enigmatic, complex and reserved, and all the more attractive for it, as you see them as
a challenge. Persevere, as you will not be disappointed.
Idealistic and free-thinking Aquarius:
They are as free-thinking and original as you are and you can have a lot of fun together. You could
also get a lot from their philosophical approach to love and friendship.
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Sensitive and dreamy Pisces:
Their ever-changing moods always keep you guessing and intrigue you, but you could fine it hard
getting a straight answer from them, as they can be evasive, which you most definitely are not.

Mars
Your Mars Sign
Mars is the planet that rules sexuality. For both sexes, the Mars sign describes
the more active, masculine side of the love nature. However, for a man, the
Mars sign also describes his type of masculinity and drive, as well as how he
puts himself across in romantic situations. In a woman’s chart, her Mars sign
also shows the kind of man that she feels drawn to and is sexually in tune with.

Mars in Aquarius
Air
With Mars in intellectual, detached Aquarius, your personal freedom is essential to you. One to one
relationships can make you feel penned in and claustrophobic, and, as you are also open-minded, you
may well end up living in a way that more conventional people disapprove of, or at least find hard to
understand. You believe in change and you have new, utopian theories on love, in which
possessiveness and jealousy will have no place. Your ideal soul mate is a loyal and idealistic comrade,
and 'always let the winds of heaven blow between you' is your motto. You want to stand side by side
with someone, gazing outwards, and not face to face. As a result, friendship can mean a lot more to
you than one to one relationships, which, in your eyes, can so easily be codependent. In fact
friendship is a god to you and you can feel more at ease in an extended group than you do within the
narrow confines of a marriage or a long-term partnership.
Men with Mars in Aquarius are often drawn to people with the Sun, or other planets, such as Venus, in
Leo, Aquarius's opposing sign, or to Libra or Gemini types.
Women with Mars in Aquarius are sexually and emotionally drawn to people who have the Sun or
Mars in Aquarius.

Mars in the Eleventh House
With Mars here, you pour all your energy into being with other people, as social life is what makes you
feel alive and you may well have a large and varied group of friends. You also like to be the leader in
whatever group you find yourself, as you have strongly-held beliefs about how things should be done.
But although you like to take the lead, you are a champion of the underdog, and care deeply about
social issues. Friendship and love are also closely linked with Mars in the eleventh house, and you
may value comradeship and loyalty more than sexuality or plain romance. In a woman's chart, this
also tends to be the type of personality that she finds most sexually attractive.
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Fire, Earth, Air, Water
The four elements - fire, earth, air and water - also play a large part in determining our natural soul
mates. Count how many planets you have in each element - the signs and their elements are listed
below. If, for instance, the majority of the planets in your birth chart are in earth signs, you will feel
naturally in tune with those who share your emphasis on earth. However, you may also be strongly
attracted to people who have what you lack - if most of your planets are in earth signs, but you lack
water, you may be drawn to someone who has a lot of planets in water signs. Also, if you do have the
majority of your planets in earth signs, but you have Mars and Venus in water, your earth sign
orientation may well override your Mars and Venus signs at times.
Fire
Aries, Leo, Sagittarius
Fire is the element of spirit, warmth and life and those with fire predominating in their charts are
famous for their powerful imagination and their zest for living. When it comes to the emotional realm,
they are adventurous, dramatic and flamboyant, and lavish gestures and grand passions are their
stock in trade. But they can have problems concentrating on the here and now, as the future, not the
present or the past, is what concerns them. And, because their imagination is so vivid, they can find it
hard to tell the difference between dreams and fantasies and their real feelings - or to settle down to
what they see as dull routine.
Earth
Taurus, Virgo, Capricorn
For those with earth predominating in their charts, the here and now and what is real are all-important.
What is happening around them - and everything that they can see and touch - is what concerns them.
They do not have much time for abstract thought or what they see as idle dreams and their idea of
love is down to earth. They can lack imagination, but they more than compensate for that as they are
stable, loyal, lovers who know how to nurture those they care for. The whole realm of the senses also
falls in their domain.
Air
Gemini, Libra, Aquarius
Air is the element of abstract thought and of communication. For those with air predominating in their
charts, real intellectual rapport with those they are involved with is essential. Security and sensuality
take second place to finding someone they can talk to - in fact, the whole realm of emotion can be
threatening to them and they often give it a wide birth - which is even true of the romantic sign of Libra.
As a result, they can seem fickle, as their natural curiosity and need for mental stimulation drives them
on to look for new horizons.
Water
Cancer, Scorpio, Pisces
As water is the element of feeling and emotion, those with many planets in the water signs are more at
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home in the emotional realm than others. They are not phased by passionate displays of feeling - in
fact, they can grow bored when life is too plain sailing. Intuitive to the point of being psychic, they are
also prone to ever-changing moods. They have no time for casual relationships, as they are great
romantics and love, for them, is all or nothing.
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